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Fault 99 
1. Introduction 
Schematics of general geologic setup is shown in Figure 1.1. Code, Fault 99 is a Mathcad 8 Pro file to 
analyze stresses and displacements around a depleted poroelastic reservoir as well as the stability of the 
nearby faults. It allows to compare different depletion/injection strategies and how they affect the fault 
stability. Fault 99 also allows to estimate of the magnitude of the fault slip due to the reservoir depletion or 
fluid injection in the reservoir. Fault 99 does account for the interaction between the slipping fault and 
depleting reservoir although the back influence of the reactivated part of the fault on the depleting reservoir 
is not included. This important option will be available in the next release of Fault 99. 
The employed concept is based on the following assumptions: 
(1) The reservoir is represented by a Winkler-like, poroelastic inclusion embedded in an elastic material. 
(2) The material of the fault gouge obeys Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. 
(3) Reservoir is deep, thin, smooth, soft, and isolated (no interaction with the earth surface, other 
reservoirs and preexisting faults). 
(4) The residual stresses are assumed to be known. Residual stresses are stresses that would remain in the 
absence of remote stresses and reservoir pore pressure. 
(5) Two-dimensional (plain strain) conditions are considered. 
The modular structure of the employed algorithm allows the user to easily change material parameters, 
reservoir shape, pressure distribution, and fault slip criterion. The user has to be only minimally 
familiar with Mathcad 8 Pro to be able to use Fault 99. 
o, 
Oh Gh 
iQ .-sf Reservoir 




Figure 1.1. Fault and reservoir 
positions. 
CTV 
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1.1. Main Parameters, Definitions, and Notations 
NOTE: The highlighted expressions below represent important places where the introduced 
parameters and functions are defined (specified). 
MPa=l06Pa 
Young's modulus of surrounding rock 
Young's modulus of reservoir rock 
Poisson's ratio of surrounding rock 
Poisson's ratio of reservoir rock 
i!i^il§lISIPlt. 
E l'V l 
A. jE jv i := Lame parameter of reservoir material 
l +- V j : • 1 - 2 -V i 
2-(i +• v) Shear modulus of surrounding material 
E l 
(i ,E iv ] '•= Shear modulus of reservoir material 
2- l + v j , 
Half-length of depleted part of reservoir 
ax :=30-m Maximum thickness of reservoir 
h h m a x ' f h ' x :=hmax' fh^ ) Reservoir thickness 
I fh£ ) <l Dimensionless distribution of reservoir thickness, i.e., fh(x)=—— 
a 
IMPORTANT! 
Function fh(x) has to be redefined every time 
the shape of the reservoir is changed. 
M D J.S25UU -— Rock density 
m1 
g = 9.8066 m-s" Acceleration due to gravity 
Depth of reservoir (needed only for in-situ stress estimate) 
*-p r-g-H Major principal stress 
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NOTE: Type in the Oj value directly if you do 
not want to use the lithostatic pressure, i.e., 
weight based estimate. Otherwise, disable the 
second expression. 
In-situ stress ratio, i.e., A=0"3/<J] 
Minor principal stress 
NOTE: Major and minor principal stresses are the greatest and least 
stress components in terms of their absolute value since according to 
the adopted sign convention, compressive stresses are negative. These 
stresses do not necessarily coincide with ov and oh shown in Figure 
1.1. For example, in the reversed/thrust stress regime, the major 
principal stress is horizontal while the vertical stress is minor. In 
Fault 99, notations, cTj and o^, do not necessarily correspond to major 
and minor principal stresses. 





Angle between the reservoir and minor principal stress 
Angle between the fault and minor principal stress 
Angle of internal friction of fault gouge material 
Coulomb friction coefficient 
Cohesion of fault gouge material 
Biot's poroelastic constant 
Number of collocation points 
IMPORTANT! 
The number of collocation points, TV, is specified for 
the whole file. 
Reservoir pressure before depletion/injection 
NOTE: From the physical stand point,p§ should not be too high to 
avoid the possibility of hydraulic fracturing of the reservoir and/or 
the surrounding material. Therefore, the user is recommended to 
check the stresses both inside and outside the reservoir calculated 
in Sections 10.3 and 10.4. It is generally safe to make sure that all 
the normal stress components are compressive (negative) 
everywhere. 
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Ap m a > 0' = 0-Pa 
Maximum pressure depletion/injection in the reservoir (will be 
redefined later as needed) 
Initial maximum pressure depletion/injection in the reservoir (will 
not be redefined anymore, needed to compute initial or residual 
stress distributions) 
i",̂  (c):--1 I f A £ ) |<1 ; Dimensionless distribution of pressure depletion/injection in reservoir 
IMPORTANT! 
Function f^p{x) has to be redefined every time 
the distribution of pressure depletion/injection 
in the reservoir is changed. 
13X>f £«.£ f \rS& Distribution of pressure perturbation (depletion/injection) in the reservoir 
p(^)=p Q +• Ap£ ) Current pressure in the depleted reservoir 
p f :-3GMPa Pore pressure in the fault gouge 
J 
t=- Dimensionless coordinate along the reservoir 
a 
/!.; 
T | = -  Dimensionless coordinate normal to the reservoir 
a 
z=x-i- i -y Complex variable associated with the reservoir coordinate set (Figure 1.1) 
C=- The same as above but normalized 
a 
h f 
ri j=— Point where the fault intersects the r\ axis 
a 
't, f Point where the fault intersects the £, axis 
IMPORTANT! 
Sign convention: compression is negative, pore 
pressure is positive, depletion corresponds to 
Ap<0. Fluid injection corresponds to Ap>0. 
•a Q := <j ] } Parameter used for normalizing stresses (can be any nonzero 
quantity of stress dimension) 
IMPORTANT! 
Because in many places <70 is present in the denominator, it is the 
user responsibility to make sure that its value is not zero. For 
example, if <Tj=0, its value cannot be used for normalizing. 
z'=x' +- i y Complex variable associated with the fault (Figure 1.1) 
£'=— Same as above but normalized 
a 
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1.2. Mathematical Model 
In a usual way, the problem under consideration is decomposed into two problems (Figure 1.2): 
(1) auxiliary problem for the reservoir (zero remote in-situ stresses) and 
(2) reference state problem with remote and residual stresses without the reservoir. 
NOTE: In the original problem shown in Figure 1.2, the residual stresses are not 
shown but present implicitly. Accordingly, they are also implicitly present in the 
reference state problem. Therefore, reference stresses below include both the 
remote and residual stresses defined by Fault 99 (see below). 
Original Problem 
Reservoir pressure p(x) 
Auxiliary Problem 




- f l j 
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Residual stresses are those that would exist even in the absence of the remote stresses, c v and a^, and the 
reservoir pore pressure, p (Figure 1.2). As the reservoir depletes, the total stresses are perturbed but the residual 
stresses are not affected. It is this stress perturbation, which, at least in principle, can be modeled if the 
materials involved are linear. However, fault stability is affected not by the stress perturbations but rather by 
the total shear stress on the fault. At any stage of depletion, the total stresses are the sum of the initial in-situ 
stresses and the stress perturbations. Therefore, knowing the initial in-situ stresses is essential for modeling. 
It is usually recognized that accurate evaluation of all the components of the in-situ stresses may not be not 
feasible. They are affected by various factors including the presence of the pressurized reservoir disturbing the 
stress field inside and around it. Nevertheless, a reasonable distribution of either the initial in-situ stresses or 
the residual stresses has to be assumed to make the model fully determined. In Fault 99, we have provided two 
extreme options for residual stresses: 
1. Zero residual stress so that the initial in-situ stresses are completely defined by the remote stresses and 
the reservoir pressure. 
2. Residual stresses are such that the total stresses are lithostatic before depletion. 
The residual stresses are constant for a given set of parameters and do not change when the pressure is 
changing (see Section 4.4). 
The logic of the solution, described by Germanovich et al. (1999), is as follows: 
.1. Find the relation between displacements of reservoir sides and tractions generated by the reservoir 
deformation in the approximation of generalized Winkler's conditions. We have for the original problem (Figure 
1.2): 
1 I A 
N0(x)=k(x)-Av0(x) — h t 0 (x ) - | -h b o t (x) -Au0(x)+-X j — u Q a v(x) - a -p£ ) (1.1a) 
2 -h:(c ) dx dx ^ v 
u 0 X-M -h t t u 0 x - . h b o f 
u 0 _av(
x )= " (l-lt>) 
T 0 £ )=m(x)-Au04 ) - _ ^ ^ A _ h t (x) + h b o t ( x ) ; - A v 0 ( x ) + i u r ^ - v 0 a y(x) (1.1c) 
2-h<c ) dx r d x ~ 
v 0 x ^ -htop + v 0 x ~ ' "Hot 
v0_av(*)= ( l - l d ) 
where pt )=p 0 +• Ap(x) is the current reservoir pressure, k(x) and m(x) are normal and shear reservoir 
rigidities, respectively, 
A. , + 2 -\i i ji , 
k(x)=— m(x)=—L (1.2) 
h(x) h« ) 
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and Av0(x) + i Au Qi ) are the displacement discontinuities between the upper and lower interfaces of the 
reservoir in the original problem under consideration (Figure 1.2), and un_av and vo_aV
 a r e the displacements 
averaged over;; inside the reservoir (it is assumed that the displacements vary linearly across the thickness of the 
thin reservoir). For a symmetric reservoir (with respect to x-axis), the second terms in (1.1) are identically zero. It 
is further assumed that the reservoir is symmetrical with respect to x-axis. 
NOTE: If the second terms in (1.1) are retained (in case of asymmetrical reservoir), then 
equations for the calculation of the coefficients, oc's and p's, will be coupled. However, the 
adopted approach can still be implemented although in the case of the symmetrical reservoir, 
the calculations are much simpler because equations for oc's and (3's become independent of 
each other. 




x\ ren (1.4) 
a j - c •} A. a 
t xv reinoic T. A. a , : = • ;in( 2 -y) (1.5) 
Total normal stress (which may be used as a reference for stress normalization) is: 
<7N ' .y ,X Ia J tApm^p 0 ,a p j :=o y y_ r e m o t e( jA,a 1)+-a pM,Apm^^p 0) (1.6) 
3. Introduce tractions on the reservoir surface in the auxiliary problem (Figure 1.2): 
N(x)=N0(x)-ayy_ reniote (1.7) 
T(x)=T^ )-Tx y_ r e m o t e (1.8) 
The displacements and displacement discontinuities in the original problem can be represented as: 
11 0 = u + u remote v 0 = v + v remote A u 0 = A u + A u remote A v 0 = A v ^ A v remote ( ] - 9 ) 
where Av(x) -t i -Aû  ) are the displacement discontinuities between the upper and lower interfaces of the 
reservoir in the auxiliary problem. 
4. Find tractions on the crack sides in the auxiliary problem: 
N ( x ) = k ( x ) - A v ( x ) f X ] ^ - u a v ( x ) + l]+2y[ -e y y _ r e m o t e ^ X ye x x _ r e m o t e -
a p'P^ ) " ° yy_remote C - 1 0 ) 
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uav(x)=
u* + ' - P ) ^ * - 1 -°) (i.ioa) 
T(x)=m(x)-Au(x) +• Li ] ^
v a v ( x ) + 2 ^ T e xy.remote" T xy.remote ( U 1 ) 
v„W=*x+[ •°) + v ( x - 1 -°) (1.11a) 
where 
2 
1 — V V 
E xx remote ~ ' a x x remote ~ ~ ° yy remote ' (1.12a) 
E • _ 1 - v 
, 2 
_ 1 - V V 
e yy_remote~" ~ ' a yy_remote ~ " "a xx_remote (1.12b) 
are the strains in the x and j ; directions, respectively, in the remote stress problem. 
5. Assume or obtain residual stress distribution. 
NOTE: In Fault 99, we have provided two options for residual stresses. First, zero residual 
stress and second, residual stresses are such that the total stresses are lithostatic before 




; yy i83 s.y. reaiote ' " \y residual ( l . l - i c j 
Identifying residual and remote stresses corresponds to choosing the reference state with respect to which all 
stresses and displacements are calculated. It would be convenient to suppose that the reference state corresponds to 
zero displacements, stresses, and reservoir pressure. However, because the remote stresses are homogeneous in 
Fault 99, this assumption does not correspond to the lithostatic conditions (when the initial stresses are also 
uniform throughout the formation). In other words, only one of initial and residual stresses can be assumed 
homogeneous but not both. 
6. Obtain the solution of the original problem (Figure 1.2) under consideration by solving the auxiliary 
problem and adding the stresses and displacements from the reference state. 
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2. Numerical Algorithm 
Numerical algorithm is based on the analytical formulae that generalize the McCartney and Gorley 
(1987) approach to the case of thin poroelastic inclusions. The algorithm is based on the formation of two 
matrices for the computation of coefficients oc'sand (3's. Then, stresses and displacements around the 
reservoir are calculated based on these coefficients through the derived analytical formulae. 
2.1. McCartney and Gorley's (1987) Representation 
McCartney and Gorley (1987) suggested a convenient representation of displacements and 
stresses in a plane with a crack. Their equations (34), (35), and (36) are reproduced below: 
u - 1 -v=-
4-fi 
N N 
S r ^ n ^ • P „ ' ( G n ^ ) - K { G n « ) ] ] + ' C - C - £ ° „ " * * „ 
n = 1 
G ( 0 
e-i 
(2.1) 
- • ' a x x + a y y l = R e 
N 
Z a - i p 
G ( 0 
n = 1 
(2.2) 
N 
a y y - ° x x + 1 ^xy5 5 1 e 
2 i-e Vn G n (0 
n = l ^ 
N 
+ — -e 
2 
2-i 9 
^ ^ Z ^ n - 1 ^ ^= + -t 
G (O 
c 2 - i ^ - ' W c 2 - i 
(2.3) 
Displacement discontinuities between the reservoir sides are given by equation (27) in McCartney and Gorley 
(1987): 
N 
Av(̂ ) + i -Au£ ) = 1 ^ 4 l - ^
2 . V l - a n ^ i -p .-U ($) (2.4) 
where E'= for plane strain, E-E for plane stress, Un (C,) are the Chebyshev polynomia of the second kind, i.e., 
1 - v 2 
for 0<a<7i (n>0), 
U (cos(a))s 
,sin((n +- 1 )-a) 
sin(a) 
(2.4a) 
Here C = - = ^ -+- i -n is the normalized local coordinate system attached to the crack, 9 is the the crack inclination to 
a 
the x-axis in the global coordinate system (McCartney and Gorley's (1987) notations). Accordingly, in our case 
(Figure 1.1) the local and global coordinate sets of a discontinuity coincide, while 6 is simply used to denote the 
angle between the fault and reservoir (Figure 1.1). 
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Adding Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain: 
rjyy=R-e 
N 
E a - i -p n r n a <C) 








^ ' " X ' a n - "Pn 
n = l VC - I 




a x x = 2 R e 
2 i e 
N 
I>o= 
G ( 0 
N 
n = l VC - 1 
H---e 
2 
2-i 9 ?-«.)• X ! C I °"
<C) 
a - i -p i •. - - t - — ^ — • 
n r n | 2 I 
V a - i -p 
/ i n r n 
G ( 0 
' C 2 - i 
- a yy 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where auxiliary functions are defined by 
G n(0= C-VC- I (2.8a) 
(O-UO-M -J ( 0 
, G n ^ C-A/C^T'" 
.J (C)=— = ^ ^ — "n n 
C 2 - l 4^-
(2.8b) 
1(^9 )=Re ^ - V C 
C 2 - i 
J(CP )=Im c-vc- (2.8c) 
Here 1=1, -t- i -r| and £=£,' + i -TV are the normalized coordinates associated with the reservoir and fault, 
respectively (Figure 1.1). 
Taking into account that Gn (^)=Gn (̂  +i -0)=^-i -^l-t,
2 (|£j < 1), the average displacements inside the 
reservoir (C, - t,=2 -i -r\ =0) can be written as 
u , v - ' - v a v = "(I -
K ) ' e av av 4-n 
N 
s 
a +- i -p 
n r n •Re 4 - i -V1 - C 11=0/ S <1 (2.9) 
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2.2. System of Linear Algebraic Equations 
As demonstrated below (see also Germanovich et al , 1999), McCartney and Gorley's (1987) representation 
allows to conveniently solve problems not only for cracks but also for elastic inclusions. Generalizing their 
approach, we arrive at the following formulation. 
Boundary condition for reservoir: 
N(£)-H - T C ^ G y y ^ H i -xx^) for % < l r,=0 (2.10) 
where TV(̂ ) + i Tfy are the tractions acting on the hanging and foot sides from inside the reservoir in the auxiliary 
problem (Figure 1.2). Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eqs. (1.10), (1.11) and using the result along with Eqs. (2.5), 
(2.6), (2.8) and (2.9) in Eq. (2.10) for 9 = 0 (there is no fault at this stage and global and local coordinate sets 
coincide) and £- C=2r|z=0 , we obtain a system of 2N linear algebraic equations (N complex equations) with 
respect to 2Nunknowns, an and $n (n=l,2,...,N) : 
N 
^ • - v ! r V v i ' V f , [ n - l ' j 
n= 1 
N 
+ L a : 
n= 1 
+ (-1) 
4-|i d£. n J 
a p P Sj; +• ° yy_remote +"' "T xy_remote A, j -|- 2 -fi j • •£ yy_ r e rnote 
+ (-1) -A j -e x x r e mote




V a - i p (i X- -H "J 't 1 -
Z _ j • n r n L n ^j n ^j J 
• 1 
N 
I Pn{VV + " 0 V] 
n= 1
n= 1 
where j=l ,2..N is the equation number and we choose Chebyshev's collocation points: (2.11) 
£,.=cos 
7 l - ( 2 - j - 1 ) 
2-N (2.12) 




4-k t -a 
J ' i - t '-u • ' t - i t 
n-E' J n ~ ' J n J 
- K 
4-p. n 
Re — G %. 
dt n J 
= a p - p . q . i - H a y y _ r e m o t e . . . 






4-m £,. -a 
n-E' 
$.2-U , t - I ^ - — • — - R e ^—G t 
dt n J 
xy_remote '^ 1 '£ xy_remote (2.14) 
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Introduce normalized reservoir thickness: 
5 ( X ) = — = — - V )-Sm«fhO<> (2.15) 
Introduce normalized reservoir rigidities: 
E a = 2 -
A. J +• 2 -\i J 
E' 
2-! 1 - v i • 1 - v E 
+• v i i • 1 - 2 -v i E 
(2.16a) 
E i = 4 £ k=2--
E' 
- v 2 E 1 
-l-v , E 
(2.16b) 
x \ 
e c = ( 1 - K ) 
4-u 
E , - v 1 1 -f-v 
-f- v i i • 1 - 2 -v i 2 -E 
( - 2 - H 4 - V ) (2.16c) 
^ 1 
£ d = -(1 - K) 
4-|i 
1 1 + v 
2- 1 -t-v , . 2-E 
(-2 + 4-v) (2.16d) 
Below we rewrite (2.13) and (2.14) using these notations and quantities 
1 +• v i • 1 - 2-v 
V 1 - ' l - V ] (2.16e) 
v r •• 1 - 2-v 
- v , - v 
1 - v 
(2.16f) 
l t v E 1 
•t-v , E 
C2.16g) 
which represent the coefficients on the right hand sides of (2.13) and (2.14) after the remote stresses are replaced 
by remote strains through the Hooke's law. We will also need quantities 
4-k:£. -a ^ i + 2 ^ | 4 . a 
- = 4 -
2 -e E, E j , v , v 
E' h-E 
(2.17) 
4 - m ^ - a ^ - u , t _ y 2 E t = ^ 
E' h-E' h | + v , E 5 
(2.18) 
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— J l - t ' ^ U , - t - I ^.,-r-ec-Re 
? 'V ^ i n — 1 ^ i n ^ 1, C 




s>. — J l - •̂ 2"U . t : - I i ' t ) -EH- R e c 'v ^ j n — I ^ j n I 0 no ^—G <t d t n J E m T xy_remote (2.20) 
Equation (2.19) can be now represented in the matrix form: 
N 
L-k J . " 
n= 1 
e a ""K a 
n J 
or A e a = R a (2.21) 
where comma does not mean differentiation but rather separates the matrix indices (standard Mathcad 8 Pro 
notation). Here 
j , n 
2-e 
n-5 
t, U }-t - I t • + £ r-Re -j n - i ' j n - j H-G t 
d£. n J 
(2.22) 
Normalized vector of a coefficients is: 
l (2.23) 
The normalized "right hand side" in (2.21) containing external stress and inclusion response: 
R a = 
j 
_ a p'P^ j + * e 1 ° yy_remote e k ' a xx_remote 
(2.24) 
Similarly, Eq. (2.20) can be represented in the matrix form as : 
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N 
Z _ l J . " 
n = l 
•e p =R p or B- e p =Rp (2.25; 
where 
B . - i ! 
n o 
t : "U , . 4 . ; - I ^ . ; - e d - R e 
^j n - I ^j n ^j Q 
^-G i t 
d t " J 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
• l - F T -
_ m xy_remote 
RP. 
j o 0 
(2.28) 
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2.3. Defining Auxiliary Formulae for Calculations 
Relative reservoir thickness: 
h 





Normalized rigidity of reservoir material 
l + v , • 1 - 2 - v j if 
(2.31) 
r 
1 - v 2 E , 
i +• v , 
(2.32) 
E i -v 
e , E . F I . V . / I "S __ 1___i lt^..p. v 1 (2.33) 
2- ' hv , ' (2.34) 
.,.-.. 
K t " t i>v ' v 1 
+ v , _ - . I - 2 . V l (2.35) 
I — \- v 
1 s - ••' i - v j • — 
• , . • • • . , 
e m E , E i , v , v i : 
• : : : - : :
: ; • " - • : • • : r ; , : - ; 
.-;! +" V 1 -t> 




.«C n ) 
-î T^c t - H (2.38) 
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?/'/ „ \ .—r».-/->/">" - \ \ 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
f(;fn):= " +-_L_;.g(^n) 
- » ' • . » - » t-- i> < 4 
Chebyshev's polynomia of the second kind 
m r n •» 




Coordinates of Chebyshev's collocation points along the 
reservoir: 
c . - . L.(2-j ! 
2 W 
(2.44) 
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3. Computing Chebyshev coefficients 
3.1. Formation of Vector a 
j .n fhl>J."
n 
i. : = l - S ' n ; 
h* 
: = Gc ,n 
IMPORTANT! 
Functions fh{x) and f&p(x) have to be redefined every time 
the reservoir shape and distribution of pressure 
depletion/injection inside the reservoir are changed. After 
redefining them, all the calculations based on these 
functions have to be repeated and this is why some parts of 
the code are repeated as well. 








h«"** i 1--1 
mtksumL™ >, 1 .• «p -Ap m a x 
ax n 0 • x p •" K al' 
To compute 8a from Eq. (2.23), we use [Isolve] operator of Mathcad 8 Pro: 
o ft 
(3.7) 
l . v , v , , h m a x , a . 
a'-i E/E ^ ,v,v j ,h ma> 
•. - . , , , ; • -. 
m 
• 




a 0 = a' E I .v v , , h m a x a y . « i ^ 4p maJ 0,p.0, NOTE: a0 is needed to compute initial 
or residual stress distributions in 
Section 4.4. 
(3.10a) 
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3.2. Formation of Vector /3 
(3.11) 
£ i . v 
B E,: (3.12) 








n r> n O NOTE: po is needed to compute initial or 
residual stress distributions in Section 4.4. 
(3.17a) 
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4. Stresses Outside and Inside the Reservoir 
4.1. Stresses Outside the Reservoir in Auxiliary Problem (Figure 1.2) 
In the reservoir coordinate set: 
<5yy<C<*. (4.1) 
fn 
V fn i I 
I n - 1 
In the inclined (fault) coordinate set: 
° x Y 0^> G ' a ' l 3 > : = (;,a,Pl-cos(erH a (C K,|3)-sin(Br... 
T xy('^,a.P)-sin(9) cos(e 
yy_0\V» ' , * * . H 
. ŷ f (CO (Z.ft) .= 
ia(9) cos(9 






4.2. Remote In-Situ Stresses (Figure 1.2) 
In the inclined (fault) coordinate set: 
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4.3. Total Stresses Outside the Reservoir in the case of Zero Residual Stresses 
In the inclined (fault) coordinate set: 
^ yy.".-6>YA><7 l«a -P :-<Jyy_o^*e*a 'P )+"CTy ,y'_remote ie«Y>*-«<* J 
: : ;,.r+s.;;, w ^ . , . m/f „...,,,-





4.4. Residual Stresses 
\ . I t "M 
: ' « - 1 - « • •• * : ' • -,:] :=(TO 
NOTE: These total stresses are only needed to 
compute the residual stresses in the next subsection 
4.5. After that they will be redefined for the general 
case of residual stresses (i.e., not necessarily zero). 







NOTE: In Fault 99, the user currently has two options: 
(1) residual stresses are zero; 
(2) initial stress state is uniform (lithostatic). 
Accordingly the user have to enable/disable one or another pairs of 
these expressions. If the user wishes to consider different 
residual/initial stress distribution, the corresponding expressions 
have to be typed in on the place of those provided here. 
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4.5. Total Stresses Outside the Reservoir (General Case of Residual Stresses) 
wmmmmmmmmmm r/C.G.a.p) v'v. « . „ . . , - e . 
y<*, x, y y_rciiiuic F yy_residual ^* »»• » 
(4.12g) 
(4.12h) 
i D l f U ^ B 
T vV'C.0,T,X,a i,a,8i :=x ,.v n(C,9,a,!3) + T; v-, dua]
;C.e.7A,a , . (4.12i) 
4.6. Stresses Inside the Reservoir 
From Eq. (2.1), displacement discontinuities across the reservoir are: 
;r=Rc 





. A / I -S" 
n = 1 
h i 0 Uic.n 1) (4.13) 
n i r / t 
n * i i 
(4.14) 
From Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), 
. , • 
L,y ' - v i 
l t v It 
• £ i , E,E 
( S ; 
F- , v r v i 
1 +• v , - 1 - 2 
ppifp; l^5'* ".'2'.' 
E,E i , v ,v i ) a G(q.n) ... 
v tvu 
3 * 
l > a D V -
-S r e s ' * ' ' 
r J Xrf, V< 1 V 
2 • i t- v 1 h n 
I / p u((, n. 
: u = t 
C 1 , V , V 
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5. Criterion of Fault Slip 
Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion is employed. 
Shear strength along the fault is: 
t^C.8.7^.o1 ,a,p,#X.p f ; :* | j<Tyy'C.0.Y^.Oi.«.P^-- |- te»f*>^
f «" Oyy^.B.y.k.c ,,a,P ...\sS0-Pa (5.1) 
§ I] -¥X)c ,i t n i- **^ MF*;-JM 
p J 1 . . K * - i 
i ® 
Coulomb shear stress along the fault is defined as the difference between the available shear stress and friction 
resistance (accounting for cohesion would constitute the Mohr-Coulomb stresses which is called driving shear 
stress in the next section): 
^ C o u l o m b i ^ e ^ A . a ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r j f ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ p a . p } ! if la wfc.B.y.X.o , ,a ,pt ...iSO-Pa (5.2) 
Friction required to maintain stability for a given cohesion is: 
I rJSKMHKi a a 13 - C1 J B H H H H I | H H H B | 
_reqv , , , ,ax, , , P f / -
 a | a ^ t r,"e7y~x7o
:^,"cx,p)... i ' ; ^ ; y S ' ' Y " " a i ' a , p " ! ~L 
• 2  
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6. Fault Positions and Data Points along the Fault 
Three fault positions are considered (Figure 6.1). Given the fault inclination 6, they are defined by the 
points, ^/, where the fault intersects the reservoir axis: 
I f - Non end faults NOTE: The user should define the desired fault positions here. The user 
can define more than two faults by adding the number of rows in this 
array. 
., '--• End fault 
y = 0°deg Fault inclination, which is defined in Section 1 
j := 1.. last i; f i Non end fault number 
= lJli M1 : = M -i- ! Number of data points used for plotting along the fault lines 
i :=l,2..M-r-l il :=l,2..Ml+• l Data point counter 
^ min ' £ : = 4 
2-a 
: = - 4 
• * % 
s max_2 
^'min 2 : = A^' 
Minimum and maximum coordinates along the fault lines 
s 
NOTE: A^'= max [see (2.15)] but can be redefined by the user along 
2 
with other ^'-parameters used here for identifying the plotting 
region. 
Minimum and maximum coordinates along the end fault line 
Minimum and maximum coordinates of the segment along the 
end fault line excluded from computation. 
NOTE: For the end fault, the points, |£'|<A£'=A/(2a), are avoided 
because of the inherent singularity near the reservoir end. The 
solution in this region is linearly interpolated between £-A^', 77'=0 
and £^-A£\ 77'=0. 
Coordinates of data points along the fault lines are defined by: 
p - p . 
r, r, b max b min / . , 
^ , ; ^ m , n + — -O'- 1 ) 
end 
r, ^ max_l ^ min_l .. 
^ min 1+ r r - •( '- ') 




^ max_2 ^ min_2 . M -t- 3 
^ mm_2^ 
M - 1 
otherwise 
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Coordinates of data points along the reservoir are defined by: 
H-—K - i) 
M 
x., . : = £ f - r - ^ - c o s ( e ) 
ii ,i ^ i. ^ii v ' J
 J 
xend. : = ^ f e n d + ^ 'end.- c o s ( e ) 
Jii ,j ^ ii 
yend. : " ^ ' e n d / s i n ( e ) 
^ i . j : = x i i j + i -yn,j 
Complex coordinates of data points along the fault lines in the 
reservoir coordinate set 
^end. : _ x e n d . " h l '^end. 
i i 
x m i n : = m i n W y m i n
: = m i n ( y ) 
x m a x : = fflaxW ymax'"
max(y) 
Complex coordinates of data points along the end fault line in the 
reservoir coordinate set 
Minimum values of fault lines coordinates (to set limits for plots) 
Maximum values of fault lines coordinates (to set limits for plots) 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
-3 - 2 - I 0 
Coordinate along the reservoir 
Figure 6.1. 
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Note: If the user wishes to consider only one fault position, this option is available 
by choosing either one of Rvalues defined above (see example in Figure 6.2). 
2 h 
O h 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 














\ f •: / 
V I I I I I 
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 I 
Coordinate along the reservoir 
Figure 6.2. 
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7. Parametric Analysis of Driving Shear Stress (Fault on the Verge of Instability) 
For the chosen reference parameters, Coulomb shear stress, icouhmh *s calculated for different 
depletion/injection pressures along the fault line. Coulomb shear stress, ^coulomh given by Eq. (5.2) is 
defined as absolute value of shear stress minus tan(({)) times the absolute value of normal stress along the 
fault line. Coulomb shear stress minus the cohesion gives the driving shear stress, i.e., ^driving 
=|x|-|c5'A/|tan((t))-C. If the driving shear stress is positive, i.e., ^drivuw
 > 0, it implies that the fault may 
reactivate at this point. 
Two extreme cases and one general case are considered below. First, in Section 7.1, the friction angle, (J), 
of the fault gouge material is chosen as zero and the cohesion required to maintain the stability of the fault 
line is calculated at each point along the fault line by equating the driving shear stress to zero: 
^driving = ° ° r I T - C = 0 C7"1) 
The maximum value of the cohesion thus obtained along the fault line is chosen as the cohesion for that 
fault line. 
Second, in Section 7.2, the cohesion of the fault gouge material is chosen as zero and the friction angle 
required to maintain the stability of the fault line is calculated at each point along the fault line by 
equating the driving shear stress to zero: 
V,w ,g
 = 0 o r x - O -tan((t))=0 (7.2) 
The maximum value of the friction angle thus obtained along the fault line is chosen as the friction angle 
for that fault line. 
Finally, in Section 7.3, arbitrary friction and cohesion can be assigned by the user. 
To see the effect of any individual parameter, one can change the parameter specified in the Section 1 and 
observe the driving shear stress distribution along the fault line in this section. 
NOTE: The shape of the reservoir, fh(x), and the distribution of pressure 
depletion/injection,/A/7®, are defined in Section 1. Thereby, if the user wants to see the 
effect of changing the shape of the reservoir or the depletion/injection strategy, then these 
functions have to be redefined in Section 1. 
The choice of depletion/injection strategy,/^©, may appreciably affect the driving shear stress distribution and is 
tested in Section 8. 
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7.1. Zero Friction 
Choose friction angle as zero and calculate the driving shear stress, iciriVjng =T-a;ytan(<|))-C, and strength, 
Ty=c t̂an(<|>)+C, along different fault lines for the reference parameters (Section 1): 
*Pmax:=°-P0 
••• • • | 
^ no_friction_end •=,-)""eg 
First compute the coefficients oc's and (3's (Section 3.1 and 3.2): 
a ; = a ' I E > E l - v ' v l ' h m a x ' a ^ ^ . < J i , A p m a x , p 0 , a p . p := p'lE,E , ,v ,v , ,h m a x , a , y ^ ; o 1 , Ap m a x , p Q,a p 
Coulomb shear stress along the fault lines before depletion/injection is defined by: 
TClmb no friction 1., . : _ T Coulomb! Cn . ,e,y,A.,c {,a,p,(J) n o f r i c t i o n ,p f 
- - - i i , j ' J j 
T Clmb no friction end 1. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 9 ' Y ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no friction end'P f; 
Cohesion required to maintain stability of the fault before depletion/injection assuming friction to be zero 
is calculated by equating driving shear stress to zero, i.e., by solving t - C=0: 
no_friction '" 
j 
<j> -f m a x T Clmb_no_friction_l " m a x ! x Clmb_no_friction_ 
0-Pa otherwise 
<J> >0Pa 
no friction end m a X l x Clmb_no_friction_end_l l f m a x T Clmb_no_friction_end_l > 0 P a 
0-Pa otherwise 
no friction 






no friction end 
no friction end 
18.89°MPa 
0.1889 
Shear strength along the fault lines before depletion/injection is: 
T no friction 1., . : _ T f ^ii j ' 9 >Y>X>° 1 >a> M no friction'C no friction.'Pf 
i ! .J J ~ J 
T no friction end 1 : _ T f £ end.'9 >Y>^>a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no friction end ' C no friction end'P f 
i i — 
Now, change reservoir pressure, i.e., partially deplete the reservoir: Ap m a x :=-0.5-p 
a :=a' E,E j . v . v l ,h m a x , a , Y , X , o , , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p p :=p- E,E 1 > V ,v ] ,h m a x , a , y,7,,a i , A p m a x , p 0 , a 
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Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of the partial depletion are: 
TClmb no friction 2 , : = T Coulomb ^ l , , ' 0 >Y'^ ' a 1 > a . M no friction.'Pf 
T Clmb_no_friction_end_2 : = T Coulomb! £ end. '0 ' Y ^ ' a i » a . P . 0 no_friction_end'P f 
1 no friction 2., . : = T f ^ i i j ' 6 ' ^ ' ° i»«»P,<t> n o friction.'
C no friction.'Pf 
- - i i , j 'J j ~ j 
1 no friction end 2. :~T f ^ e n d ' 0 ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no friction end 'C no friction end'Pf 
— — — i i 
NOTE: The above arrays are used for plotting in Section 8. 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result offull depletion are: Ap m r. :--1 -p 0 
a ; = a ' E - E l > v - v l ' h m a x ' a ' T ^ ^ l ^ p m a x , p 0 , a p l p :=p ' E . E p V . v {,h m a x , a , y , X , a ,,Ap m a x , p 0 > a p 
TClmb no friction 3., . : = T Coulomb Cn . , 6 , 7 , ^ , 0 j ,a,(3,4) n 0 f r i c t l 0 n , P f 
- - - i i ,j , J - j 
T Clmb no friction end 3 : = T Coulomb C end.'6 'Y>*•><* l ^ ' M n o friction end'P f 
— — — — , , — . 
T no friction 3., : = T f ^ , i , . 8 , 7 ^ . 0 i . a , P ^ n 0 friction.'
C no friction.'P f 
~ > I . J 'J J j 
1 no friction end 3. , _ T f ^ e n d . ' " ' ^ ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no friction end '^no friction end'P f 
i i 
7.2. Zero Cohesion 
Choose cohesion as zero and calculate the driving shear stress, idriving -^-o^tan((\>)-C, and strength, Ty=aA/tan((}))+C, 
along different fault lines for the reference parameters (Section 1): 
APmax:=0* i cno_cohesioa:=:0Pa c^cohesion na : ° - p a 
First compute the coefficients a's and (3's (Section 3.1 and 3.2): 
a:=a' E,E,,v,v , ,h m a x ,a ,y^,a , ,Ap max,p 0 , a p p:=p' E,E,,v,v , ,h max,a,T,^,a j ,Ap max,p Q,a p 
Friction required to maintain stability of the fault before depletion/injection assuming cohesion to be zero 
is calculated by equating driving shear to zero, i.e., by solving x - j a -tan((j))=o: 
<|> : = <t)_req,- ^ 6 , 7 , ^ , 0 p C X . p . C ^ c o h e s jon . ,Pf ^ no cohesion
 : = m a x ^ <t> no cohesion = 
' - > • • > - j j 
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Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines before depletion/injection are: 
T C l m b n o cohesion 1., . : = T Coulomb ^ i i , , ' 9 ' Y ' ^ 1 ' " ' P ' ^ no cohesion.'Pf 
x Clmb no cohesion end 1. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 6 ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no cohesion_end'P f, 
~ — — — i i 
1 no cohesion 1 . _ x f ^ii : ' 0 ,y, A.,a j ,a,p\<j) n o cohesion.'
C no cohesion ' p f 
~ i i , j ' J J J 
x no cohesion end 1 .'~x f! ̂  end.' 'Y> ' ° 1 ' ^ P ' Y no cohesion end' no cohesion end'Pf] 
— — — i i ~ — — 
Now, change reservoir pressure, i.e.,partially deplete the reservoir: Ap m a x :=-0.5-p Q 
a ; = a ' , E ' E l ' v > v l ' h m a x ' a ' ^ ' ^ ' 0 l ' A P m a x ' P 0 ' a p ' p :=p'(E,E j ,v ,v {,h max ,a,y,^a }, Ap m a x , p Q , a p 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of'thepartial depletion are: 
T Clmb no cohesion 2., . : = T Coulomb ' ^ i , ' 9 >Y>*->o 1 >«• P >§ no cohesion.'P f 
- - - i i , j , J j 
r Clmb no cohesion end 2. : = x Coulomb ^ e n d ' 9 ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no cohesion end'Pf 
i i 
x no cohesion 2., . :~x f ^ i j>0.Y>k><* i>a,P.<t> n 0 cohesion.'
0 no cohesion ' P f 
~ ' i . j J ~ J J 
T no_cohesion end 2. , - ' c f ^ e n d . ' ' Y > A , a j >a> P >9 no_cohesion_end' no__cohesion_end'P f 
i i 
NOTE: The above arrays are used for plotting in Section 8. 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of full depletion are: An m a x ~ - i p Q 
a : = a' E , E 1 ? v , v ] ,h max ,a,y,^a ], Ap m a x , p Q , a p (3 :=p'; E,E } ,v ,v ] ,h m a x , a ,y ,A. ,a ], Ap m a x , p 0 , a p , 
T Clmb no cohesion 3., . : = T Coulomb'^i .>e>Y>^'° i»a,p,<t> n 0 cohesion.'P f 
~ ~ ~ ' i . j J j 
1 Clmb no cohesion end 3 : = T Coulomb ^ end.'9 >Y'*->a 1 ' a ' P ^ no cohesion end'Pf, 
— — ~~ ~~ i i ~~ — 
x no cohesion 3 , '~x f ^ii j ' 'Y>^->a 1 ^ . P ^ no cohesion.'
C no cohesion.'P f 
~ 'i j J J 
x no cohesion end 3. '~x f ^ end ' °>Y> ^-»° i >a> P >9 n o cohesion_end' no cohesion end'Pf 
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7.3. Arbitrary (User Defined) Friction and Cohesion 
Choose friction part of that required without cohesion (7.2) and cohesion part of that required without friction 
(7.1): 
i H i i l i i 
^P m a x ' - ° 'P 0 Y> arbitrary: = 6 5 I






arbitrary'" - y | ' ' "




if < n,, Carbitrary_end = 9 - 6 ° M P a 
NOTE: If the user wishes to change the above values for friction angle and cohesion, 
the new values should be typed in directly instead of those highlighted above. 
First compute the coefficients a's and (3's (Section 3.1 and 3.2): 
a: = a' E,E1;v,v j ,h max,a,y,X,a l ,Ap max,p 0 , a p (3 :=p' E,E {,v,v i ,h max,a,Y,A.,a j ,Ap max>P 0 , a p . 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines before depletion/injection are: 
T Clmb_arbitrary_1 . ; : r T Coulomb ^ i j ' 6 ' 7 ' ^ ' 0 l>a>$>$ arbitrary'!3 f 
".J 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_end_l. : = T Coulomb ^ end.'6 >y>X>° \,u,$A arbitrary_end'P f 
1 arbitrary.^ . : = T f ^ i j ' 6 - Y ^ , ° l>a> M arbitrary.'0 arbitrary.'P f 
1 arbitrary_end_l. : = T f C end.'9 -Y.^.o i,a,P,<t> arbitrary_end'C arbitrary_end'P f 
Now, change reservoir pressure, i.e.,partially deplete the reservoir. 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of the partial depletion are: Ap :=-0.5-p 0 
a : = a' E , E , , v , v {,h m a x , a , y ^ , o {,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p p :=|3'. E,E {,v,v j ,h m a x ,a ,y ,A. ,o j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
1 Clmb arbitrary_2 , . : = T Coulomb ^ i j ' 6 'Y-^.Cf j ,a, [3,(J) a r b i t r a r y ,p f 
' ' . J j 
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T Clmb_arbitrary__end_2. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 6 ' ^ ' ^ ' a l'a>P'<i> arbitrary_end'P f 
T arbitrary 2. . : = T f^,i j ' 9 ' T ^ ' a 1 .".P.*!* arbitrary.'C arbitrary.'P f 
ii j J J 
T arbitrary_end_2. ;~T f ^ end.'9 >YA,c i>a,P><l> arbitrary_end'C arbitrary_end'P f) 
NOTE: The above arrays are used for plotting in Section 8. 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of full depletion are: | I | i L x
 :~-1 P o 
a ^ a ' f E . E j . v . v {,h max ,a,y,^a 1 ,Ap m a x , p Q,a p i (5 :=P'iE,E j ,v ,v j ,h m a x , a , y , ^ , a {,Ap m a x , p Q , a p 
TClmb_arbitrary_3]|
 : = T Coulomb ^ i i . j ' 9 ' ^ ' 0 1 ' a ' P ' ^ arbitrary.'? f 
T Clmb_arbitrary_end_3. : = T Coulomb! ^ e n d ^ 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' 0 l ^ ' P ' ^ arbitrary_end'P f', 
x arbitrary_3 . ! = t f ^,, j ' 9 ' Y ' X ' a l ^ ' P ' ^ arbitrary ' C arbitrary.'P f 
T arbitrary_end_3. : = T f ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' ° 1 ^ ' P ' ^ arbitrary_end'C arbitrary_end'P f) 
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7.4. Plotting 
Reference Parameters defined in Section 1 
E = l-10,0°Pa 
v =0.25 


















Here, the user must make sure that a 0*0 because it is further used for normalizinj 
c c c 
no_friction no_friction_end no_friction 
P C P 
no cohesion. no cohesion end no cohesion, 
p c c 
arbitrary arbitrary_end arbitrary 
no friction, ^ no friction end ^ no_frictk 
no cohesion, ^ no cohesion_end ™ no_cohesion„ 
arbitrary $ arbitrary_end ™ arbitrary 
C = 
11.57 18.89 11.98 
0 0 0 
5.8 9.6 5.9 
0 0 0 
12.56 17.75 12.93 
6.3 9 6.5 
°MPa 
Dde? 
NOTE: In the above matrices, the columns represent three different fault 
lines (Section 6) while the rows are related to three different cases, i.e., no 
friction (i.e., only cohesion), no cohesion (i.e., only friction), arbitrary 
cohesion and friction. Subscripts " 1 " , "end", and "2" mark remote, end, and 
crossing faults respectively (Figure 6.1). 
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from Section 1 
E = M0 l 0-Pa 
v =0.25 
v , =0.35 
__ . =0.3333 
E 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITION DEPLETION STRATEGY 
a p = 















Cohesion C, = n.57-MPa, no friction 
No cohesion, friction $ ; = 12.56-xleg 
REMOTE FAULT 
- 4 - 2 0 2 
No depletion, no friction 
No depletion, no cohesion 
Full depletion, no friction 
Full depletion, no cohesion 
-0.5 o 
"~ No depletion 
'"" Full depletion 
0.5 
User defined cohesion c. 5.8-MPa 







/ \ 0 
1 \ 
1 I /""""'Nw 
1 \ / \ ' » / \ 
1 1 / X. 
' * / 
h \ 1 \j / V 7 
w\ A 
\ 1 \ 
\ 1 * j" 
\ / K„'' 
i ; , 




NOTE: The figure on the left is plotted using the friction and cohesion 
computed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. The 




from Section 1: 
E = M010-Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
- - - = 0.3333 
E 





RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITION 
Cohesion c = 18.89-MPa, no friction 
No cohesion, friction $ = 17.75-c 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 
-0.5 0 
"~ No depletion 
"- Full depletion 
User defined cohesion c , „ = 9.6~MPa 




- - - = 0.3 
- 2 : a - = i o 
max 
y = 0"deg 
8 =60^deg 
END FAULT 
0.5 r END FAULT 
- 2 0 2 
No depletion, no friction 
No depletion, no cohesion 
Full depletion, no friction 
Full depletion, no cohesion 




NOTE: The figure on the left is plotted using the friction and cohesion 
computed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. The 
figure on the right is plotted for the parameters identified by the user in Section 
7.3. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = M010*Pa 
v =0.25 
v i =0.35 
















y = 0"deg 
9 =60~deg 
Cohesion c, = n.98-MPa, no friction 
1,3 




No depletion, no friction 
No depletion, no cohesion 
Full depletion, no friction 
Full depletion, no cohesion 












;-- / \ --j 
! v 
i ^ / \ 






1 * '. 
A A /̂ *w 






i i ; ; 




NOTE: The figure on the left is plotted using the friction and cohesion 
computed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. The 
figure on the right is plotted for the parameters identified by the user in Section 
7.3. 
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8. Parametric Analysis of Depletion/Injection Strategy 
As mentioned earlier, depletion/injection strategy is an important factor. Generally, changing the reservoir 
pressure does affect the driving shear stress distribution along the fault lines. The fault may not necessarily 
activate due to one depletion/injection strategy but may activate as a result of another one. 
This part of Fault 99 is devised to demonstrate this effect and the same reference parameters as chosen in Section 
1 are used for calculations in this section. Different depletion/injection strategies can be plotted and compared 
with respect to their potential impact on fault reactivation. 
The driving shear stress distribution is calculated before depletion/injection such that it just touches the zero line 
(fault on the verge of instability). The reservoir is then partially depleted, and three intermediate stages are 
compared. After that, the reservoir is completely depleted (p0 = 0 or Ap = —po). For comparison, all the driving 
shear stress distributions are shown in the same plot. 
NOTE: Driving shear stress distributions for uniform depletion/injection 
was computed in Section 7. In this section, the user is provided with the 
option to compare uniform depletion/injection with three other pressure 
distributions. The plots below are grouped in two sections, 8.1 and 8.2, 
representing two sets of examples of pressure distributions along the 
reservoir. Other cases can be easily considered by disabling the regions with 
suggested pressure distributions and introducing the desired ones. The same 
parameters as in Sections 1 and 7 are used in this section. They are shown 
below only for reference and cannot be changed at this point. 
E = M010°Pa 9 =60°deg 
E , = 0.3333 °E 
1 a p = 1 
v =0.25 
p 0 = 100°MPa 
v j =0.35 
a = 150 m 
hmax = 3 0 m 
a j =- 100°MPa 
X =0.75 
a 3 X,a j =-75°MPa 
p f=30°MPa 
y = 0°deg 
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8.1. Example of Uniform, Linear, and Step-Like Intermediate Depletions 
Reservoir is linearly depleted from one end to the other: 
h:={) A P m a * : = - P 0 
^ min '"" ^ max "~ 
NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and p: 
j :=l ,2 . .N 
R a l . : = f A p ^ 
R a2. := ' 
j 
R a - E , E ! , v , v j.Y.A-.a {,Ap m a x , p Q , a : = R a l —
P - — ... 
a 0 
l - e j . E . E p V . v ! " • a y y _ r e m o t e : Y ^ , a 1 i ... 
+ ( - l ) - £ k - E , E 1 , v , v j i -a x x _ r e m o t e :Y,A. ,a } <-h a -p 0 
+ R a2 ' 
a 0 
e a E , E , , v , v l , h m a x ; a , Y ^ , o ] , A p m a x , p 0 , a p i : = l s o l v e A E , E , , v , v {,h m a x , a i ,R a E,E { ,v ,v j .y.X.a , , Ap m a x , p 0> a p 
a ' . E . E j . v . v ^ h ^ . a . y ^ . o j , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p , :=e a ; E,E j ,v ,v , ,h m a x ,a ,y ,A. ,a 1 ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p -a 0 
j := 1,2.. last. ^ f 
a ^ a ' . E . E j . v . v , ,h m a x , a , Y , ^ , a 1 , A p m a x , p 0 , a 
^ max ^ min 
e s t \ . - f m i n f f 
fAp_L(^)-fl+7 — - f 2 - f : 
^ max ^ min 
p:=P' E , E ] ; v , v , ^ ^ , 3 , 7 , ^ 0 l ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
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Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of linear depletion are: 
1 Clmb no friction L , : = x Coulombi^,i , , ' 9 >Y'^>a 1 ' a > M no friction'Pf1 
- - - i i , j ' J - j 
T Clmb no friction end L. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' A " ° 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no_friction end'Pf; 
_ — — — j , 
x n o friction L., . : = T f ^ i , - 6 - l f . ^ o j , a , p i n o friction.'
0 no friction.'P f| 
- - i i , j ' J j j 
1 no friction end L . '~ T f ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ noJxiction_end'C no_friction end'Pf 
~~ — — i i 
T Clmb no cohesion L. . : = T Coulombi'^ii , ' 9 ' Y ' ^ ' a 1 ' a > P >§ no cohesion.'P f, 
T Clmb no cohesion end L . ' _ 1 : Coulomb ^ end.' ' ^ ' ' C T 1 ' " ' P ' ^ no_cohesion_end'P f! 
~ i i 
1 n o c o h e s i o n L . , . ' ~ T f ^ i i j ' >Y>A->a j > a > P >H> n 0 cohesion.'
0 no cohesion.'P f 
~ i i - j J ~ J J 
T no cohesion end L. , _ T f *= end ' '^ ' ' ° 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no_cohesion_end' no_cohesion_end'P f i 
~ i i 
1 Clmb.arbitraryJL, . ; = T Coulomb ^ i , j ' 9 ' ^ ' ° l ' " ^ ^ arbitrary'P fi 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_end_L. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' a l'a>P>4> arbitrary_end'P f 
T arbitrary L., : = T f ^,i i ' 9 ' Y ' X ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ arbitrary.'C arbitrary.' P f; 
i i , j ' J J j J) 
T arbitrary_end_L. , = x f ^ end ' 9 'Y>^>a j ,a>P><t> arbitrary_end'C arbitrary_end'P f 
Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the center from the left: 
-Ap* - ~ NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
H I 10 other-1 ;e replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
7
A p _ 2 ($ ) := 0.98 i f ^ < 0 
0.02 otherwise 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and p: 
j :=1,2..N 
R a l :~ fAp £j 
j 
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R a 2 . : = 1 
j 




• l - E ^ E . E p V . V j i - O y y j e m o t e ^ . ^ . O ! ! . . . 
+ ( - l ) - e k E , E 1 , v , v 1 , - a x x _ r e r n o t e - Y , A . , a 1 , - H a p - p 0 
a 2 -
0 
e a E . E p V . v \^max,a,y,X,al,Apmax,V0,ap :=lsolve A E , E , , v , v i , h m a x , a , R a E , E , , v , v lty,X,a i , A p m a x , p 0 
a' E , E , , v , v i ,h m a x , a ,Y,A. ,a p A p ^ x . p Q . a p l :=e a : E , E , ,v ,v y,h max,a,y,\,c {,Ap m a x , p Q,a p , o 0 
j :=l ,2 . . las t i£ f -
a : = a ' E , E j , v , v j ,h m a x , a , Y , ^ , a j , Ap m a x , p 0,cc p 
P:=p' E . E j . v . v i . h ^ . a . y . ^ o {, Ap m a x , p Q , a p ; 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of step-like distribution of pressure depletion 
the left half of the reservoir are: 
T Clmb no friction step., . ; = T Coulomb ^ii , ' 9 >y>X>a 1 >a> M no friction.>P f! 
T Clmb_no_friction_end_step. : = T Coulomb ^ end.'6 'Y>^>a l - ^ M no_friction_end'P f: 
x n o friction step, . : = T f ^ i j ' 9 »Y^» a 1 >a> P ^ no friction'0 no friction.'Pf 
1 no_friction_end_step : = T f ^ e n d ^ 6 ' ^ ' ^ ' a l ' ^ P ' ^ no_friction_end'C no_friction_end'P fi 
TClmb no cohesion step., . : = T Coulomb ^ii , , ' 9 >Y^>a 1 > a ' M no cohesion.'? f 
- - - F i i , j ' J j . 
T Clmb_no_cohesion„end_step. , _ T Coulomb >̂ end . ' 9 'Y>^ ' a 1 ' " ' P ' ^ no_cohesion_end'P f 
x no cohesion step., . , _ T f ^ i i j ' 9 ' Y ' ^ ' a 1 > a ' P ' ^ no cohesion ' C no cohesion. 'P fj 
~ K i i , j J J j 
1 no_cohesion_end_step , _ T f ^ end.' 'Y'^- '0 j,Ot, p,<p no_cohesion_end' no_cohesion_end'P f 
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1 Clmb_arbitrary_stePi|
 : = T Coulomb Cn j>9 >Y>^>° ] >«> M a r b i t r a r y , P f : 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_end_step. : = T Coulomb ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ? L ' a l ^ M arbitrary_end'P f, 
T arbitrary_step., . : = T f ^, l , j ' 9 ' Y > ^ > a 1'a» P>^ arbitrary.'C arbitrary.' P f 
T arbitrary_end_step. , = x f ^ e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' ° 1 ' " - P - ^ arbitrary_end'C arbitrary_end'P f> 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = M 0 1 0 - P a 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
Intermediate pressure distribution in the resei'voir (needed only for plotting) 
a p = 
PO 
= 1 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS DEPLETION STRATEGY 
I I l 
... r _ 
i 
i 
. . . • • • • 






















y = 0-deg 
9 = 60 deg 
Cohesion c, . = 11.57 MPa, no friction 
REMOTE FAULT 









1 \ '•- / \ 
. • ! . • .» ' / 
i: : » ' : / 
£ • » •• / 
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NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = 1 1010 Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a p = l 
P 0 . , 
a 0 
a 1 








y = 0-deg 
0 =60-deg 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
User defined cohesion c 







1 : • 
— 7 * t-tt 
\ X .4 
\ A'v 
' . / * / ' • • . . . - • • 
\ i " 
\j 
> 
Normalized coordinate along the fault 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
— Uniform depletion 
'"* Step depletion 










NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = 1-10 ,0-Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 











y = Odeg 
9 =60deg 



















Cohesion c, , = 18.89 MPa, no friction 
END FAULT 
P • 0.6 















- _ J 
1 1 
-






No cohesion, friction § = 17 75 deg 
END FAULT 







NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1; 
E = 1 1010 Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a p = l 
P ° - 1 
a 0 
a 1 
. . . / . - . ] 
a 0 
I = 0.75 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
User defined cohesion c„ „ =9 6 MPa 
3,2 
and friction 0 =9 dê  
END FAULT 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 




I . . " 
....- •••""" 
mJti'~.~ 
. • • • " 1 
























\ / / 
\ i * 
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NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = M0 , 0"Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a p = 
P0 








y = Odeg 
0 =60 deg 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 













1 1 1 
1 _ . . . • • • • " " 
. • • • • • " ' « 
. - • • • " " " ' 
1 1 1 
- 1 -0.5 0 0.5 



















\ • \ 1 \ 0 
% s 
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s • • . . • ' 1 
\ \ • 
\ 1 
v 1 











NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS DEPLETION STRATEGY 
E = MO I OPa 
v =0.25 
v , =0.35 
= 0.3333 










y = 0-deg 
0 = 60-deg 
User defined cohesion c, , =5.9 MPa 
3,3 
and friction <j> 3 =6 .5 deg 
CROSSING FAULT 















NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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8.2. Example of Three Step-Like Intermediate Depletions 
Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the right quarter: 
NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
% _ l ^ ) : : 0.98 if ^>0.5 
0.02 otherwise 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and p: 
j : = l , 2 . . N 
Ral . : = f Ap V 
R a 2 
R a i E , E 1 ; v , v ! , Y ^ , a ] ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p i : = R a l 
a p P max 
l - e , E . E ^ v . V j j ^ y y _ r e m o t e ^ ^ ^ i 
+ ( - l ) - e k l E , E 1 , v , v irOxxremote-y,X,o { +ap-pQ 
+ R a2 ' 
a 0 
E a ! ; E , E 1 > v , v i , h m a x , a , y A , o ], Ap m a x , p Q , a p , :=lsolve/A. E,E 2 ,v ,v j ,h m a x , a , ,R a : E,E , ,v ,v },y,X,<5 {, Ap m a x , p Q , a p 
a - ' E . E p V . v 1 , h m a x , a , y , ^ , a ], Ap m a x , p 0 , a p : = e a E , E j , v , v , ,h m a x , a , T ,A . , a , , Ap m a x , p Q , a p a Q 
j :=1,2.. lasti'^f. 
a : = a ' E , E j , v , v , ,h m a x , a , y , ^ , a {,Ap m a x , p 0 , a 
P ^ P ' - E . E p V . v 1 ; h m a x , a , T ^ , a , , Ap m a x , p Q , a 
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Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of step-like distribution of pressure 
depletion at the right quarter of the reservoir are: 
TClmb no friction rev step 1., . : _ T Coulomb'^ii j ' 0 >Y>^'a l ' ^ M n o friction.'P f) 
- - - - r ~ i i , j - j 
1 Clmb no friction end rev step 1 : = t Coulomb^ e n d . ' 0 ' ^ ' ^ ' a l ' ^ P ' ^ n o friction end'P fl 
— — — — — r— , , 
T n o friction rev step 1., . : = T f |C i l . , 0 , y , ^ , a j ,a,(3,(|) n o f rjcti0n>
C no friction.'P f) 
- - y - i i , j >J - j j 
x no friction end rev step 1. ' _ T f >̂ end.' '^ ' ' a 1 >a>P>Y no friction end '^no friction end'P f! 
x Clmb no cohesion rev step 1., . , _ T Coulomb1:>n ; ' " ' T ' ^ ' a l ^ ' P ' T n o cohesion.'P f; 
- - - - ^ - i i , j 'J - j 
T Clmb no cohesion end rev step 1. , _ T Coulomb1 ^ end.' ' ^ ' ' l ' ^ P ' ^ n o cohesion end'P f 
— — — — — r— | , , — — 
T no cohesion rev step 1., . , _ x f Si j ' '^ ' ' G 1 ' a ' P ' ^ no cohesion.' no cohesion.'? fi 
• *J _ J J 
x no cohesion end rev step 1. '~x f ^ end.' '^ ' ' a 1 , a ' P ' ^ no cohesion end' no cohesion end'Pf 
r i i ~ • 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_rev_step_l . : = T Coulomb! ^,i j ' 6 ' ^ ' A " ' a l'a 'P'<t> arbitrary.'P f 
T Clmb_arbitrary_end_rev_step_l. '~T Coulomb ^ end.' '^ ' ' a 1 ' a ' P ' ^ arbitrary_end'P f 
T arbitrary_rev_step_l . • _ T f ^ I J ' ^ T A . O [,a,p,(|) arbitrary.'C arbitrary.'p f 
1 arbitrary _end_rev_step_J '~T f ^ end . ' 0 ' ^ ' ' ° 1 ' " ' P ' ^ arbitrary_end'C arbitrary^end'P f 
Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the center from the right: 
NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
1.0 otherwise replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
f Ap_2^) ; = 0.98 if ^>0 
0.02 otherwise 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and (3: 
j :=1,2 . .N 
R a l . : = f Ap ^j 
R a 2 : = 1 
j 
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i ' l - e j E , E , , v , v i i l -CTyy^emote 'J^ .Oi . ' -
+ (-!)•£ k . E , E l f v , v i "C5 x x _ r e m o t e y,X,CT , t a p - p 0 
al" 
E a i E , E 1 , v , v 1 , h m a x , a , Y , A . , a 1 , A p m a x , p 0 > a p ; : = l s o l v e i A E . E ^ v . v {,h m a x , a j ,R a< E,E j ,v ,v j ,y,A.,a j , 
a ' ( E , E 1 ; v , v p h ^ a . y . X . a ^ A p ^ p o ^ p :=e a E . E p V . v ] ,h m a x , a , y , ^ , o j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p -a 0 
j := 1,2.. last ' 5 f : 
a : = a ' E , E , , v , v j ,h m a x , a ,y ,A. ,a j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
p* :=P' E , E , , v , v 1 , h m a x , a ,Y ,A. , a j , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of step-like distribution of pressure 
depletion at the right half of the reservoir are: 
T Clmb no friction rev step 2 , . :'x Coulomb' ^ii j ' 9 > Y ' ^ a 1 > a ' M no friction 'P f 
- - - - r ~ i i , j , J j 
x Clmb_no_friction_end_rev_step_2. '~x Coulomb•> e n d . ' 9 ' ^ ' ^ ' a [>a>PA no_friction_end'p f, 
x no friction rev step 2., . : = T f ^,i ,' 9 'Y'^">a 1 ' a > P '^ no friction.'C no friction.'pf 
T no_friction_end_rev_step_2 ' _ T f ^ end ' '^ ' ' ° 1 '^ 'P- 'P no_friction_end' no_friction_end'P f 
x Clmb no cohesion rev step 2 , . '~x Coulomb ^ii j ' ' Y ' ^ ' a l > a ' P ' ^ no cohesion'Pf 
T Clmb_no_cohesion_end_rev_step_2 '~x Coulomb1 ^ end.' 'J'^'® i , ot, p, (p n o cohesion_end' P f 
T no cohesion rev step 2., . , _ x f ^ i i i' 'Y*^. 0 ] >a> P>9 n o cohesion ' no cohesion.'? f 
11 > j ~ J J 
1 no cohesion end rev step 2 . , _ x f ^ end.' 'Y> ^-'^ i > a ' P '9 n o cohesion end' no cohesion end'Pf 
x Clmb_arbitrary_rev_step_2 . : ~ x Coulomb ^ i , j ' 9 ^ ^ ^ p a . M arbitrary.' P f 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_end_rev_stepj2 , _ x Coulomb ^ end.'" >y>^>G i . ^ . P , ? arbitrary_end'P f 
1 arbitrary_rev_step_2 . : = T f C | i j J 6 ' T . ^ .
a i ' a ) P '
( ) ) arbitrary.>C arbitrary 'P f 
x arbitrary_end_rev_step_2 , _ T f *•= end ' >Y>^>° j ,cc, p,(p arbitrary_end' arbitrary_end'P f 
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Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the right three quarters: 
t. (t.''- j t if £>-0.5 NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
Ap_3 ( £ ) = = 
otherwise 
0.98 if ^>-0.5 
0.02 otherwise 
replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and [3: 
j : = 1 , 2 . . N 
R rvl : _ f A n £; 
R 
ocl. ' An 
J 
ot2. _ 1 
J 
D E C i A . r,
 ttp'AP m a x 
R „ E,E , , v , v ,,y,X,a , ,Ap m q Y , p n , a n .=R a n.,r.{,v,  [ . f . M I ^ F a x ^ O ^ p
1 - ^ a l 
+ R a 2 
a 0 
1 - e , E . E j . v . v ! '^Oyy_remoie
;y^,o p -
+ (-!)•£ k ( E , E i , v , v ! a x x _ r e m o t e y,X,c , - r - a p - p 0 
a 
e a : E , E 1 > v , v ! , h m a x , a , 7 , X , a , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p :=lsolve; A: E,E , ,v ,v , ,h m a x , a , ,R aE,E , ,v ,v , ,y,X,a , ,Ap 
a' E , E , , v , v 1 , h m a x , a , Y , X , a ] , A p m a x , p 0 , a p l : = e a E,E , ,v ,v l ,h max,a,y,X,o , , Ap m a x , p Q , a p , -a 0 
j := 1 , 2 . . last ^ f 
a ^ a ' . E . E p V . v j ,h m a x , a , Y ^ , a {,Ap m a x , P Q , a p 
(3 :=p' E,E j . v . v 1 , h m a x , a , 7 ,A . > a j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of step-like distribution of pressure 
depletion at the right three quarters of the reservoir are: 
1 Clmb no friction rev step 3., . : = T Coulomb ^ii . . e . T . ^ o i - C p - ^ n 0 friction.' P f I 
* i ,j 'J j 
T Clmb^no friction end rev step 3 , _ T Coulomb! ^ end '® >Y>^>a l ^ ' P ' ^ n o friction end'Pf 
i i — — 
1 no friction rev step 3 , . '~x f ^ii • ' 9 ' Y ' ^ ' a 1 >a> P ' ^ no friction.' no friction.'P f 
T no_friction_end_rev_step_3. , _ T f ^ end ' '"^' ' ° 1 ' a ' P ' Y no_friction_end' no_friction_end'P f 
T Clmb no cohesion rev step 3 , . : _ t Coulomb Cn J . G . Y A . O j ,a,p,<|> n o cohesion'Pf 
- - - - v~ ii ,j 'J - j 
T Clmb no cohesion end rev step 3. , - T Coulomb ^end.' 'Y>^>0 i > a ' P > Y n o cohesion end'Pf 
- - - - - r - i i - - / 
T no cohesion rev step 3., . ' ~ x f l ^ , i , ' " ' Y ' ^ ' a 1 >a> P'9 no cohesion.' no cohesion.'? f 
- - F - ii ,j >J - j - j 
1 no_cohesion_end_rev_step_3. , - T f ^end.' ' Y ' ^ ' 0 1 'C^P 'Y" no_cohesion_end' no_cohesion_end'P fi 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_rev_step_3 . : = T Coulomb ^n,rQ,JyX,° 1 ' a ' ^ ' ^ arbitrary.' P f) 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_end_rev_step_3 : = T Coulomb £ end.'9 'Y.*•><* 1.«, (3,«J) arbitrary_end'P f i 
T arbitrary_rev_step_3jl
 : = t f C i l j , 0 > Y ^ ^ 1'
a> M arbitrary.'0 arbitrary'P fi 
x arbitrary_end_rev_step_3. ~T f ^ end >0>Y>^>a ] ,cc,p,(J) a r5it r ary_end'
0 arbitrary_end'p f 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = M 0 1 0 Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a p = l 
P0 
o 






2-a = 10 
y = 0"deg 
0 = 60deg 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
Cohesion c =11.57 MPa, no friction 
REMOTE FAULT 




. / / v \ \ 
•::u/\ \ \ 
-»A v \ • i/A * \ 
••*//•• * \ •' *// • \ X : i / / -. * \ 
::ZZZZZ~"-~~-jf V,7/: \ ^-~ ~ ~ ~ * . , . , . , . ' , : „ , ^ 






Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 







1 1 1 
0 h 
0.5 -0.5 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
No cohesion, friction $ = 12 56 deg 
REMOTE FAULT 
0 
$ 0 .••/*>, 
st
re
 .k ' ' / X \ • / / / \ \ 
ea
r 





0.05 L"U1."1.*J '• jf'X • ill "'•• N> > . ^ ' 
• a ^~~-~——^~ - - -5S V.-* '//'-








* ' V 
\ '/ 
• • • • ' 
2 • o . i TV//f 
0.15 
• 2 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
Figure 8.7. 
NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = M0 I 0-Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E , 
0.3333 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
0 — 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 
'••'—'——I »r "« i "'" •" 
P0 
-0.5 0 ( 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 







h m „. 
= 0.3 
= 10 
Y = Odeg 
0 =60deg 
31 






Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
Figure 8.8. 
NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = M 0 1 0 P a 
v =0.25 





RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
"5 0 — 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 
»im«ii»irin«»ii.iii.i«>i .- i i mi i i i . . . . . . , . . , . , . , , ! 
- 0 . 5 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
0.5 









y = 0 deg 
9 =60-deg 
Cohesion c = 18.89-MPa, no friction 
END FAULT 
'• 4 '-"l" 0 " y 4 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
Figure 8.9. 
No cohesion, friction § = 17.75-deg 
END FAULT 
4 2 0 2 
" No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = l-1010-Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a p = 
P0 
= 1 









y = 0-deg 
9 =60-deg 

























User defined cohesion c„ , =5.8 MPa 
3,1 





Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 




- 0 . 5 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
0.5 
Figure 8.10. 
NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = M 0 1 0 P a 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 



















98 MPa, no friction 
CROSSING FAULT 
- 0 . 5 0 0.5 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 








9 =60 deg 
• 2 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 




Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
Figure 8.11, 
NOTE: The figures above are plotted using the friction and cohesion computed 
in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the fault at the verge of instability. 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS DEPLETION STRATEGY 
E = 110 1 0 Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 











y = 0-deg 
0 =60deg 
User defined cohes ion c , , =5.9 MPa 
3,3 





Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
- 0 . 5 o 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
0.5 
Figure 8.12. 
NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in Section 7.3. 
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9. Fault Slip and Seismicity 
NOTE: For the user convenience, in Section 9.1 the user is given a choice to 
redefine the strength parameters (i.e., friction coefficient and cohesion). This is 
why this subsection mainly repeats Section 8.2. This may be a useful option 
allowing the user to independently test other parameters before coming to the 
most time consuming calculations programmed in Section 9.2. 
9.1. Driving Shear Stresses for Arbitrary Friction and Cohesion Before the 
Slip (Depletion!Injection) 
PO. 
$ arbitrary ~ 









^ a r b i t r a m e n t 1 8 - 0 7 o d e 8 
arbitrary °MPa 
C arbitrary_end ° ° M P a 
NOTE: If the user wishes to change the above values for friction angle and cohesion, 
the new values should be typed in directly instead of those highlighted above. 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and (3: 
j := i ,2 . .N 
Ral . :=fAp V 
R rs,"l '•- 1 a2 
R a E , E ] ; v , v p Y . ^ O p A p ^ . p o . a p i : = R a l 
a p A P m a x 
l - E j ' E . E p V . v j ^yy_Temote 7.A..O 
+ R 
+ (-1 )-e ^ E,E j ,v ,v j a xx remote 
a 2 ' 
y,\,o ! • - i - a p - p 0 
e a E , E , , v , v i . h ^ . a . y . ^ o l -
 AP max'P 0 ' « p ' - ' s o l v e A E , E j , v , v p h ^ . a , R a E , E , , v , v vy,X,o , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
a' E . E ^ v . v x,hmax,a,y,\,c {,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p ,: :=e a E , E , , v , v {,h max,a,y,\,c ] ,Ap m a x , p Q , a p a 0 
j : = l , 2 . . 1 a s t £ f 
a ^ a ' i E . E p V . v , ,h m a x , a , 7 , ^ a } ,Ap m a x , p Q , a p 
P : = P ' . E , E i , v , v 1 , h m a x , a , Y A , a 1 , A p m a x , P o , a p 
Coulomb shear stress along the fault lines before depletion/injection is defined by: 
xClmb_arbitrary_l.1 2
 : = T Coulombi^ii J . B . Y A . O 1 ' a ' M arbitrary2'P f 
1 arbitrary. 1., . : = t f'Cj, j . 9 .Y^><* 1 > a > M arbitrary - C arbitrary »P f 
il ,2 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of full depletion are: Ap m a x :=-1 p Q 
a ^ c c ' f E . E p V . v i , h m a x , a , y , X , a 1 , A p m a x , p 0 , a p j (3 := P'/ E,E , ,v ,v j ,h m a x , a ,y ,A. ,a j ,Ap m a x , p Q,a p 
1 Clmb_arbitrary_3)1 2
 : = x Coulomb! ^ i , j ' 9 ' Y ^ , a j,a,p,<() arbitrary2'P f! 
T arbitrary^, 2
 : = T f ^ i i j ' 0 ^ * " 0 1 ' " ' P ' * arbitrary2'
C arbitrary^ f': 
Reservoir is depleted by & step-like distribution of pressure at the right quarter: 
i NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
f A p _ l ^ ) : = 0.98 if ^>0.5 
0.02 otherwise 
The fol lowing calculat ions are for evaluat ing the coefficients a and (3: 
J :=1,2..N 
R a l . : = fAp £j 
K a 2 . ' - J 
j 
a Ap m a x 
R a E , E , , v , v 1 , Y , X , a 1 , A p m a x , P o , a p l : = R a r . 
+ R a 2 
a 0 
1 - e , E , E l t v , v ! rOyyremotey,X,o] ... 
+ (-!)-£ k E , E , , v , v { ! - o x x _ r e m o t e y,A.,a1 j - a p p 0 
a 0 
E a E , E I > v > v I , h m a x > a , 7 , A . , a 1 , A p m a x , p 0 > a p i : = l s o ] v e . A : E , E 1 , v > v 1 , h r n a x , a l , R a E . E j . v . v ]}y,X,o , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
a ' . E . E p V . v ] , h m a x , a , y ^ , o , , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p : : = e a E, E {,v ,v , ,h m a x ,a,Y,A.,a j ,Ap m a x > P 0 , a p .-o 0 
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j :=l ,2. . last:S f 
a - a ' . ' E . E p V . v , ,h max,a,y,X,o j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
P - P ' l E . E p V . v 1 , h m a x , a , Y ^ , o l, Ap m a x , p Q , a p ; 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the crossing fault line as a result of step-like distribution of 
pressure depletion at the right quarter of the reservoir are: 
x Clmb_arbitrary_rev_step_l.] 2
 : = t Coulomb 'C i l>2 .0.Y.^.o j,ot,p,<|> arbitrary2'P f 
1 arbitrary_rev_step_l : = x f C J I J ' 6 ' ? ' * - ' 0 | ,ot. p.<> arbitraryC arbitrary P f) 
Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the center from the right: 
NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
I otherwise replaced by the desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
Ap_2 (S) 0.98 if ^>0 
0.02 otherwise 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and [3: 
j :=1,2..N 
R a l . ; " f A p ^ 
R a 2 
a p-Ap m a x 




+ ( - ! ) •£ n E , E , , v , v i ! - c X Y r e m n f e : 7 A , o i i - h a n - p 
l - e j . E . E p v . v , - a y y r e m o t e y,X,o 
a2 
k , E , t 1 > v , v , ,-u x x _ r e m o t e - ^ '
u 1 ^ p ^ O 
u 0 
e a E . E j . v . v p h ^ a j ^ ^ o 1 , A p m a x , p 0 , a p :=lsolve A E,E j ,v ,v , , h m a x , a , R a E , E , , v , v j , y A , a , ,Ap m a x , p Q,a p 
a'.E.EpV.v i .hmax.a jA.OpAp^po.ap i : = e a E,E j ,v ,v , ,h m a x , a , y ,X ,a , , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p a 0 
j := 1,2..1ast;£,f! 
a : = a' E,E j ,v,v , ,h m a x , a , y , ^ a j ,AP m a x ,p 0,a p , a ^ , = a NOTE: The coefficients 04 and pj will be used 
in the calculation of stress intensity factors 
P ;=P' E,E j .v .v ph^^^.a.y.X.a j,Ap max,P 0 , a p ^ ,=^ a n (j displacement distributions in Section 9.2. 
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Coulomb shear stress and strength along the crossing fault line as a result of step-like distribution of 
pressure depletion at the right half of the reservoir are: 
T Clrnb_arbitrary_rev_step_2.1 2
 : = t Coulomb ^ 1,2'Q >"?>*• >a l ^ - M arbitrary 'P f) 
T arbitrary_rev_step_2jl ^ ^ f ^ j - ^ Y ^ a ^ c c p , ^ arbitrary^
 C arbitrary^ P fi 
Reservoir is depleted by a step-like distribution of pressure at the right three quarters: 
f Al>(<;) := 11 i
f £*>-0.5 NOTE: These two expressions should be disabled and 
0 otherwise replaced by Hie desired pressure distribution if needed. The 
second formula is used only for the convenience of plotting. 
Ap_3 ( £ ) : = 0.98 if ^>-0.5 
0.02 otherwise 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and [3: 
j : = l , 2 . . N 
ocl. ' Ap 
j 
R n\ ' ~ f n ^; 
R a2. ," 
R a i E , E 1 , v , v {,y,X,o , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a . : = R a l —
P- — 
R a 2 
u 0 
, 1 - e , E , E 1 ; v , v j . ' •ay y_ r e m o t e 'Y,A. ,a , : ... 
+ (-!)•£ k ;E ,E j , v , v i r O x x _ r e m o t e : T , ^ o , i+• a p p Q 
u 0 
e a l E , E 1 , v , v vhmax^,y,X,a }, Ap m a x , p Q , a p , :=lsolve : A. E,E , ,v,v , ,h m a x , a , ,R „• E,E j ,v ,v j ^ . X . o p 
a' E , E j , v , v 1 , h m a x , a , 7 , A . , a , , Ap m a x , p Q , a p : = £ a . E , E , , v , v , ,h m a x , a ,y ,A. ,a l , Ap m a x , p Q , a p -a Q 
j :=] ,2. .1ast ,4 f 
a : = a ' E . E ^ v . v i .h m a x , a ,7 ,A. ,a , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
|3:=P' E . E p V . v , , h m a x , a , y ^ , o j , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
Coulomb shear stress and strength along the fault lines as a result of step-like distribution of pressure 
depletion at the right three quarters of the reservoir are: 
Clmb_arbitrary_rev_step_3 2
 :~x Coulomb ^ , i , 2 ' e ' y , ? L ' 0 l ' 0 6 ' ^ arbitrary 'P f 
arbitrary_rev_step_3|( 2
 : = x f £j, j ' M . ^ . o l ' " ' ^ arbitrary2'
C arbitrary2'P f 
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Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = M 0 I 0 P a 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
=0.3333 
a P = 1 
P 0 . 











Y = 0-deg 
9 = 60deg 
RESERVOIR AND FAULT POSITIONS 
arbitrary, User defined cohesion c 
and friction 0 arbi t rary = 12.93-deg 
= 0MPa 
CROSSING FAULT 
l 2 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
DEPLETION STRATEGY 
- 0 . 5 0 
No depletion 
Full depletion 
Step depletion (1/4) 
Step depletion (1/2) 
Step depletion (3/4) 
Figure 9.1. 
NOTE: The figure above is plotted using the friction and cohesion identified by 
the user in this section. 
9.2. Fault Slip Magnitude 
The fault slips over the region where the driving shear stress, Ai(x), is greater than zero. As a first approximation, 
the amount of slip over the slipped regions can be calculated using the following formula (e.g., Tada, 1985): 
T - v.:,2 
2-u(x) a . 
it K 
AT(̂ )-a-ln H ^ (9.1) 
- 'W 
• 
where Ax(x) is the driving shear stress and c is the half-length of the region where the fault slips. 
The stress intensity factor at the tips of the slipped portions of the fault is calculated using the following formula 
(e.g., Tada, 1985): 
..wiitiiii * f — 
t($)-a. i l l i c i t (9.2) 
Vrc-c-a J_c 
(9.3) 
a! :=-1.6 Initial coordinate of the left tip of the slipping portion of the crossing fault (defined by observation 
from driving shear stress distribution plot in Section 9.1.). 
a 2 :=o Initial coordinate of the right tip of the slipping portion of the crossing fault (defined by observation 
from driving shear stress distribution plot in Section 9.1). 
NOTE: Mathcad 8 Pro utility [zoom] allows to define the coordinate of a 
point on a plot very accurately. 
Aa j :=o Increment in the slipping portion at the left tip depending upon stress intensity factor at left tip. 
Aa 2 :=0 Increment in slipping portion at the right tip depending upon stress intensity factor at right tip. 
NOTE: Initially, Aaj and Aa2 are taken as zero. Eventually though these 
are chosen such that the stress intensity factor, K\\ becomes zero, i.e., to 
obtain an upper estimate of the fault slip. 
a j :=a j - Aa j Coordinate of the left tip of the slipped portion of the fault, a | -i.fi 
a 2 ".= a 2 +- Aa 2 Coordinate of the right tip of the slipped portion of the fault, a 2 - o 
(9.3a) 
(9.3b) 
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Zr= 
a j - a 2 
2 
a l + a 2 
Half-size of the slipped portion of the fault, c 
Coordinate of the center of the slipped portion of the fault, §' g 
(9.3c) 
(9.3d) 
Define the driving shear stress along the fault taking into account the sign of shear stress: 
SIGNT(^) -sign x y t, f -h i^-i-4' f]-cos(6)+- i •(£+-£ fj-sin(9),0,Y,^,cy j ,a | ,(3 j (9.3e) 
x ( ^ ) : = Coulomb Sf + ^-r-^fi-cos(e)-r-i •i'4-l-4




4c + $ 
K II R 
^ T T - C 
•c 
T(̂ )-a- h l l d ^ 
Jc -S 
- C arbitrary •SIGNT(£) 
Stress intensity factor at the left tip of the fault 
Kr, L=-22.4S67«MP;»Vm 






2 - 1 - v ' 
E-TC 
•c 
K -̂a-ln V ^ V ^ + V ^ / ^ d^ 
^c -f- £, -^c - x - ^ c - £, -A/ c +- x 
Distribution of fault 
slip magnitudes alon^ 
the fault 
(9.3i) 
width : = 2-c-a Width (lateral dimension) of the slipped portion of the fault. It is assumed that it is same as the 
total size of the slipped portion of the fault. 
MM ;=20 Number of data points along the slipped portion of the fault (to be used for plotting) 
ii :=1,2..MM + 1 
2 -c-(ii — 1) 
XX.. . = - C -|-
MM 
Calculating slip magnitude at each data point 
U.. : = uxx .. 
II II 
Calculating driving shear stress at each data point taking into account the sign of shear stress 
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T : = x xx. 
ii ii 
U j : = max(U) 
U 2 : = min(U) 
Defining maximum slip magnitude along the slipped portion of the fault 
U U j if U1 >) U 2 
U 2 otherwise 
O i l _ n 0 1 , - m 
(9 
T j :=max(T) 
T 2 : = min(T) 
Defining maximum driving shear stress magnitude along the slipped portion of the 
fault 
T l i f T l ^ i T 2 
T o i otherwise 
Writing the slip magnitudes into a data fi WRITEPRN( "UDR_Ulb.txt") :=— 
a 
Writing the driving shear magnitudes into a data f WRITEPRN("UDR_Tlb.txt") := — 
Writing the data points along the slipped portion of the fault into a datWRiTEPRN( "UDR_xib.txt") : = xx-t- £,' f 
(9 
NOTE: The above three files save the data of displacement distribution into a text 
file so that one need not calculate the displacements again. This is done since the 
time required to calculate slip displacement distribution may be quite long. To 
retrieve the data , use the command, READPRN("file") . 
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FAULT SLIP DISTRIBUTION 
-0.5 h-
Seismic moment, M0, is given by: 
Normalized coordinate along the fault 
Figure 9.1. 
M ps î-A-P u. is the shear modulus of the surrounding rock, A is the area of slipped 
portion of the fault and D is the average slip. 
(9.4) 
M 0 : = c-a width- U.-f-U.,.. 
2 - ( l + v ) M M : ' M M ^ 
MM 
k2- Z u.. 
i i =2 
(9.4a) 
M Q = 1.0669-10 °newtcm-m 
Seismic moment magnitude is given by M w=o.69-log. M 0 , - 6.4, where M0 is the seismic moment in dyne-cm 
(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979). 
M "i<?° 
M w = 2.65 
NOTE: This empirical formula relating seismic 
magnitude and seismic moment is of general nature 
and is not site specific. This is the user responsibility 
to find more relevant relationship, which is 
important should the magnitude of earthquake be of 
concern. 
(9.5) 
2-c Increment in slipping portion at the left tip depending upon stress intensity factor at left tip. (9.5a) 
6 . 
"-~ -i-c Increment in slipping portion at the right tip depending upon stress intensity factor at right tip. (9.5b) 
5 
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NOTE: Initially, Aaj and Aa2 were taken as zero. These are now chosen 
such that the stress intensity factor, Ku, becomes zero (small), i.e., to obtain 
an upper estimate of the fault slip. The user has to manually change Aaj 
and Aa2 values until the desired values of Kn's are reached at both the ends 
(tips) of the slipped zone. 
a j :=a j - Aa j Coordinate of the left tip of the slipped portion of the fault,! 
a 2 :=a2-r-Aa2 Coordinate of the right tip of the slipped portion of the fault, a2 =0.3333 
(9.5c) 
(9.5d) 
1 _ a 2 Half-length of the slipped portion of the fault, o = 1.6333 (9.5e) 
a j +- a 2 
Coordinate of the center of the slipped portion of the fault, t: r 1.3 (9.5f) 
Define driving shear stress along the fault taking into account the sign of shear stress: 
S I G N T ( £ ) : = sign x y £ f -t- ' £ + £' f . - c o s ( 0 ) + - i •f̂  + 4' f ; - s i n ( 9 ) , e , y , A , , a j , a j , p , (9-5g) 
* ( £ ) : = Coulomb S f +• ^ - r - ^ ' f ••cos(6)-f-i -i ^-1- ^' f ! - s i n ( e ) , e , Y , X , o - , , a , , p j , (j) a r b l t r a r y , p f - C arbitrary •SIGNT(£) 
K II L " 
A/71-
•c 
my-.-lL-ldt, Stress intensity factor at the left tip of the fault 
L = 0J47«MPa-vm^ 
K II R 
<V7T 
*C 
T ( 4 ) - a - P ^ d ^ 
c-£ 
u ( x ) : = 
2- 1 - v ' 
E-7I 
•c 
t ( ^ ) - a - l n 
Stress intensity factor at the right tip of the fault 
KII R=l.9376°MPa-</m 
A/C -p £, -A/C - x +• A/C - £, A/C -t- x 
'N/C -t- £, -A/C - x - A/C - £, -A/' 
^ 
c + x 
Distribution of fault slip 






width :=2-c-a Width (lateral dimension) of the slipped portion of the fault. It is assumed that it is same as the 
slipped portion of the fault. 
MM '.=20 Number of data points along the slipped portion of the fault 
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ii:=l,2..MM+- 1 
2-c-(ii— 1) xx.. :=-c-h 
11 MM 
»' »' Calculating slip magnitude at each data point 
T.. :=x > xx.. i Calculating driving shear stress at each data point taking into account the sign of shear stress 
Uj :=max(U) 
U2 : = min(U) 
Defining maximum slip magnitude along the slipped portion of the fault 
max U 1 if ' U j '>: U 2 (9 
U n otherwise 
.2-b-maxsi9.U47«cm 
T i : = max(T) 
T 2 : = min(T) 
Defining maximum driving shear stress magnitude along the slipped portion of the 
fault 
T max T , if T | 5j T 2 (9 
T 2 otherwise 
Writing the slip magnitudes into a data file: WRITEPRN( "UDRJU1 d.txt") :=_ 
a 
T 
Writing the driving shear magnitudes into a data filWRlTEPRN( "UDR__Tld.txt") := — 
a 0 
Writing the data points along the slipped portion of the fault into a data 1WRITEPRN( "UDR_Xld.txt") :=xx+- £ f 
NOTE: The above three files save the data of displacement distribution into a text 
file so that one need not calculate the displacements again. This is done since the 
time required to calculate slip displacement distribution may be quite long. To 
retrieve the data , use the command, READPRN("file") 
FAULT SLIP DISTRIBUTION 
T 
•3 - 2 - 1 0 
Normalized coordinate along the fault 
Seismic moment, M0 is given by: 
Figure 9.2. 
M 0=|i-A-D [I is the shear modulus of the surrounding rock, A is the area of slipped 




2-(l -t-v) MM 
•width- U.+-U 
M M f 
MM 
ii = 2 
(9.5o) 
M 0 =4.0637-10 °newton-m 
Seismic moment magnitude is given by M w=o.69-log M 0 , - 6.4, where M0 is the seismic moment in 
dyne-cm (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979). 
i 0 . ' 
NOTE: This empirical formula relating seismic 
magnitude and seismic moment is of general nature 
and is not site specific. This is the user responsibility 
to find more relevant relationship, which is 
important should the magnitude of earthquake be of 
concern. 
M w = 3.04 
(9.5p) 
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10. Stress Distribution 
Same parameters as defined in Section 1 are used in this section. They are listed below for reference: 
E = M010°Pa a , = -100°MPa 
E j = 0.3333 °E X =0.75 
v=0 .25 o 3 i ? i , a j : =-75»MPa 
v j =0.35 a = 1 
a = 150 m p 0 = 100°MPa 
hmax = 3 0 m p f = 30°MPa 
y = 0°deg 
0 =60°deg 
The depletion pressure drop, Ap(x), is set to zero to compute the in-situ principal stresses outside and 
inside the reservoir before depletion: 
NOTE: If you wish to compute the 
stress distribution as a result of 
depletion, replace Ap(x). For example, 
for full depletion, Apmax = -p0. 
The following calculations are for evaluating the coefficients a and (3: 
,_ sin((n -t- 1 )-acos(£)) 
j : = l , 2 . . N U(C9 ) 
sin(acos(^)) 
A 
1- t - 2 - U ! ' t . n - 1 
J i 
1 •" r ^ 
J.n f h ' V '
n 
I , : = I:^ ;,n 
J.n J 
I . ;=G V" 
2-£ a E , E | , v , v | 
A E , E , , v , v , , h m a x , a : = — A } - I , +• e c E,E , ,v ,v j -G 
max max'3 
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R rY l : - f A n 4: a1. " Ap 
R a 2 . : _ 1 
J 
R a E , E j , v , v !,Y,A.,a 1 , A p m a x , p 0 , a p ! : = R a l -
+ R a2' 
a p P max 
°0 
l - e j E . E p V ^ j -Oyyjemote .Y^^l -
+ ( - l ) - e k . E , E , , v , v i . - o x x _ r e m o t e i Y ^ . ° l .
; ^ a p - P 0 
0 
e a ; E , E 1 , v , v i . h ^ . a . y . ^ . o l ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p :=lsolve!A E,E j ,v ,v j ,h m a x , a |,R a E , E j ,v ,v x,y,X,c l ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
a' E . E j . v . v j , h m a x , a , Y , X . , o j ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p :=e a E , E , ,v ,v [ ,h m a x , a , y , ^ , a , ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p a 0 
B 
1- t - U ^ n -
j.n fh 'V"" 
e b E , E j , v , v j j 
B E , E l 5 v , v , , h m a x , a : = _ B ] - I { - £ d E ,E , ,v ,v 1 G , 
6 ^ n „ h ^ 0 „ , a , 
max max' 
R p i :=1 
j 
l - e m E , E 1 , v , v 1 . i - T t e Y A , 0 ] 
R p E , E , , v , v {,y,X,o {, Ap m a x , P Q , a p , :=R p i • 
a 0 
e p E , E j , v , v i , h r a a x , a , y , ^ o j ,Ap m a x , p Q,a p > :=]so]ve(B E . E j . v . v i , h m a x , a ,R p:E,E ,_ ,v ,v {,y,X,a , , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
(3' E . E p V . v , , h m a x , a , y A , a } ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p :=e p E , E j ,v ,v , ,h m a x , a ,y , A.,CJ l ,Ap m a x , p Q,a p a 0 
a:=a' E . E j . v . v j ,h m a x , a , y ,X ,a l ,Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
P - P ' E . E j . v . v 1 ; h m a x , a , y A , a j , Ap m a x , p 0 , a p 
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10.1. Stress Distribution Outside the Reservoir 
Redefine the stresses outside the reservoir for the sake of convenience (to shorten expressions): 
Oy(0 :=Oyy C,e.y,\.a j.a.fj (10.1) 
a X(Sj -'=<Txy(C;d,Y*X»0' t»a 3 (10.2) 
i f 
(10.3) 
) ikp^ef I NOTE: Because of the chosen sign 
xylO convention (negative compression) and (10.4) 
compressive stress regime, major and minor 
principal stresses, amax and omin, 
- correspond to maximum and minimum 
r^ absolute values of the principal stresses 
respectively 
Two grids of data points around the reservoir are generated to plot the contours. One larger grid V that 
covers the entire reservoir and some part around it and one smaller grid "b" around the chosen point of 
the reservoir (e.g., center or tip) to closely examine the principal stresses around this point. Grid "b" 
zooms in on this point. 
Choose the number of grid points in each direction: 
M a : - 1 9 M b : = 9 
i a : = 1 2 . . M a + 1 i b : = l ? . . M b - H 
j a : = l ? . .M a -Hl j b := 12 . . M b - H 
Choose the maximum and minimum values of dimensionless coordinates in each direction: 
£a^mn:~~2 ^a_max ^ S b_min : = - ° - 5 ^b_max:"0-5 
*1 a_min ;s~ H ajiax := 2 *1 b .min : ="°> 5 ^ b m a x : " ° - 5 
t ,_t ^ a_max ^ a_min . „ ,_*. ^ b_max ^ b_min . 
^ a: '~^a min"'" ~ " ' a - ^ b ; , ' - l ^ b min + ~ ' lb~ 
' a - M a 'b M b 
^ a_max ~ ^ a_min _ ^ b_max_ ^ b_min 
^ a. ' _ 1 l amJ) i + ~ ' - ' a - 1 ^ 6. '""I b min ^ — " J b " 
J a M a J b ~ M b 
' a>J a ' a J a ' b'J b ' b J b 
0 max a; ~ 0 m a x a;
 a mar b:, ;. '-' rna;-; ^ b 
a-J a s . .' a-J a/; " , J I 
(10.5) 
' b-J b/j 
10.2. Principal Stress and Local Stress Ratio Contours Outside Horizontal Reservoir 
The reservoir is always located at jy = 0 and |x| < 1. 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = l-10'°"Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
= 0.3333 










MAJOR PRINCIPAL STRESS 
Figure 10.1. 






a max b 
• ' ' ^ 
= 10 
y = 0°deg 
0 = 60°deg 
NOTE: In the case of initial lithostatic stress state, Mathcad 8 Pro 
may not plot stress contours because the stresses are constant 
everywhere. In this case, the user will see the graph boxes empty. 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1: 
E = M0 I 0°Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
= 0.3333 
a p = l 
I i = l 
a 0 
Go 






y = 0°deg 
9 = 60°deg 
MINOR PRINCIPAL STRESS 
"7TT3T 
LOCAL STRESS RATIO 
i 
N(i M S 
0.773 \&732 




/ V. 48 0.TJ7 
MINOR PRINCIPAL STRESS 
a min b 
LOCAL STRESS RATIO 
° min_b 
a max b 
Figure 10.2. 
NOTE: In the case of initial lithostatic stress state, Mathcad 8 Pro 
may not plot stress contours because the stresses are constant 
everywhere. In this case, the user will see the graph boxes empty. 
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10.3. Stress Distribution Inside the Reservoir 









I + V j : I I - 2-
.tc *.*.<T I 
Av(£) 
Of 
" a l • 
(10.8) 
C | U b j „remote »>'->" 1 . r c k ^^ \->v >v i ° v^ j e m o k i> *•*'-' i u p Apv a p max *3 0 
I Au' c I 
^ I t - V ] h m a A . f u ( £ ) 
N 
0 « 1 
(10.9) 
l) (10.10) 
Generate data points along the reservoir. First, choose the number of data points along the reservoir: 
i_res := 12 .. M_res-t- 1 
Set the limits of the reservoir: 
JO 
t t- ^ max_res ^ min_res , . 
c^res. : = q m i n rpQ +- - ( i_res- l_) 
—̂ i res ^ mIng re s . . v ~ J 
M res 
10.4. Stresses inside the Reservoir 
Reference 
Parameters 
from Section 1 
E = l-1010°Pa 
v =0.25 
v j =0.35 
E l 
= 0.3333 
a p = l 
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